**ART AT HOME!**
Finger Knitted Scarf with T-shirt Yarn
~ Sascha Mallon, Hospital Artist-In-Residence at Mount Sinai Hospital

1. Place yarn in your right hand like this (or your left, if that’s your dominant hand) and weave it over and under your fingers, starting UNDER your thumb.
2. Bring the yarn around your pinky and weave around your fingers in the opposite direction.

3. Repeat step number one to create a second row of weaving.
4. It should now look like this, below.

5. Starting with the two loops on your pinky finger, bring the lower loop up and over the upper loop and over the top of your finger. Continue this process on each finger, bringing the lower loops over the upper loops and over the fingers so you will end up with only one loop over each finger.

   Repeat the step 2 by wrapping the yarn around your index finger behind the middle finger, in front the ring finger, around your pinky until you have two loops are on each finger.

   Repeat step 5.
6. As the knitted scarf emerges, tie additional yarn onto the piece. Tuck the knots inside so you can't see them!

7. When the scarf is as long as you want, pull your scarf off your fingers and thread the end of the yarn through all the loops and pull it tight. If you want to, you can add some pompom flowers (see completed photo!).
8. VOILA!!